Your DCA Media Pack
The statistics included in the DCA Media Pack demonstrate just how effective the DCA can be at helping
you reach our wide ranging and fast growing audience of organisations and professionals across both the
private and public sectors.
As a collective we need to work together to promote, educate and build trust of our industry’s
innovations, methodologies and best practices to your prospective customers. Therefore, as part of your
membership we invest in building a unique platform from which you can share your company’s
thoughts, news, blogs and updates; we employ a wide range of online digital services to achieve this
such as Twitter, LinkedIn and the DCA Members portal to reach the ever growing end user following and
community.
In addition, the readership of the DCA Journal; which is published monthly within the DCS magazine; also
continues to grow and each issue is read by over 40,000 individuals across Europe. All DCA members may
benefit by submitting content for inclusion within both the DCA’s regular monthly journal and or related
Industry publications.
So be sure to send any news, blogs or updates to a DCA representative – We encourage you all to take
full advantage of this powerful platform to “help you get the word out” of both our industry’s strengths
crucially your business’s knowledge, expertise and experience!
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Circulation Details of DCA Journal in DCS Europe Magazine - DCS UK adds an additional 18, 432 readers totalling to 42,

294 subscribers online and print!

View our DCA Journal
Editions so far!

The Journal themes listed above indicate the most popular subjects within the membership base; this is a great chance to put your point of
view across to a wide audience of end users.
Should you wish to contribute and submit an article please contact Kelly Edmond at kellye@datacentrealliance.org. As a guide we will be
looking for 600 to 1200 words, together with author image plus any other accompanying imagery/artwork. All editorial copy must be
educational, impartial, topical and of a “thought leadership” nature, and not overly biased to the author’s organisation. It is also important,
where possible; to detail the role the DCA plays or could play in relation to your chosen subject matter.
We would like to point out that there is no additional cost in you submitting an article – as it is part of your DCA membership!

